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»Warning: the Internet 
may contain  
traces of nuts«

Author unknown
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»A Mission Statement is a dense slab of 

words that a large organization produces 

when it needs to establish that its workers 

are not just sitting around downloading 

Internet porn.«
Dave Barry
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munich-airport-events.de
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www.wein-mattheis.de

www.competent.de
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www.isreport.de

www.huber-praezisionsmechanik.de
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www.ihr-recht-magazin.de

www.kunstgiesserei-herbich.de
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yourcoach247.de
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www.citypilot.de

www.lustperle.de

www.esc-unternehmensberatung.com
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*homepage - www.appsundco.de

www.appsundco.de

You don’t expect us to explain why a website for iOS-devices like iPhone, iPad or iPod might be a good idea?

Well, the fact is that the Macup Publishing House launched a print magazine for the iPhone - »iPhone & Co«. The magazine 
performed exceptionally well from the beginning. As the one-shot experiment it was planned to be, it failed miserably –readers 
and iFanbois loved it! Now it is a well established quarterly magazine.

After the first issue, lots of people were asking themselves, “where the heck is the website?”.
Well, here it is. Designed by 21ST.
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www.airport-beach.de
www.airport-media-award.de

www.muc-media-video.de

Munich Airport is a big company with many divisions. 
Website-wise, each of these has individual needs. We cater 
for these individual needs by providing microsites for
everything not so well suited for the main website.
All microsites are hosted with TYPO3, which is easily the 
most popular cms in Germany.
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www.apotheken.de

When a pharmacist approached 21ST in May 2000 and asked us to think about
a portal for German Pharmacies, the discussion about selling prescription products 
through the internet had just started. As we’ve found out through the years, the 
pharmacist had been well ahead of his time with his ideas.

We are still proud to be working on the apotheken.de portal. In the meantime it
has evolved from a bubble idea to one of the most profitable websites in Germany.

Not the worst reputation, is it? Competitors have never been able to really catch up 
since the portal was launched.

Actually, as a database, it is one of the most precise information sources to date in 
the business. Companies like telegate, Focus online and BMW (iDrive), to name only 
a few, rely widely on the data provided by apotheken.de for their own services.
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www.veravita.de

In 2008 we had the opportunity to work on a special wellness e-commerce portal
– veravita. Based on the open source installation „xt-commerce“, our primary task 
was to adapt to a given design with a friendly and inviting touch.
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www.venus-versand.de

Having the right e-commerce platform is one side of the story, providing the right interface is the other. Venus Versand is an 
excellent example of the continual adjustments we are always happy to make.
The site has been specially developed for female customers, which means that explicit erotic visual content wouldn’t be the 
right answer to the questions the target group isn’t afraid to ask. Moreover, it is absolutely vital for the site to be top-listed by 
search machines like Google. The problem is: especially Google is not going to list anything with explicit content - which is, as 
you may well imagine - a bit of an “obstacle” for an e-commerce site advertising – and why not be explicit for once – sex toys.
Anyway, we supplied the right visual answers just in time. By the way, the site works extraordinarily well.
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Can you imagine how we felt when IDG Germany approached us to do the second
iteration of PC Welt in 1999? Well, to be quite honest, the predecessor had been a 
mess, its design resembling some do-it-yourself-thing made with MS Frontpage.

We felt honored because there would have been a couple of other eligible agencies
- not only in Munich. Our design lasted for 3 years, and was then refreshed by
another agency.

Anyway, the facts were impressive: We had only 6 weeks for planning and design,
the live date being CeBIT 2000. It was some sort of a roller-coaster adventure and 
we really had lots of fun during those weeks.

The result was this: PC Welt had had 3.485 million page impressions in January 
2000 (old design). When our new one was launched in mid-February 2000, the page 
impressions rose by no less than 21% to a wonderful 4.232 million. That made us 
extremely proud.

www.pc-welt.de
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iPhone/iPad

HEXAL
It is the year 2002. There is no
sproutcore, css 3, nor are there
browsers with html 5 capabilities.
For Hexal we did designs for a
web-based collaboration application.
Programming and project management
was provided by our partner
alphasystems gmbh Augsburg.

When the iPhone was introduced, we were looking at Steve’s presentation
with a mixture of deep skepticism and tremendous enthusiasm. Is his
presentation a giant fake, or did he indeed revolutionize the handling of the 
mobile phone?

Well in mid-2007 we knew for sure. And after the introduction of the 
appstore everything changed. Our first apps were CityPilot apotheken.de 
and CityPilot. Programming and distribution via 9Zwanzig.
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iPhone, iPad & Co

iPhone/iPad
In 2011 and 2012 we extended our stakes in the “mobile revolution”. 

21ST dived deep in the GUI-ocean for iOS devices. Several apps designed 
by us can be found in the AppStore. Please give us a call for more detailed 
information.
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Now, what can we do for you?

Internet
Strategic consulting

Concepts
Application architecture
Navigation development

Screendesign
Banner design (Flash, gif, html 5)

Template development
(Wordpress, Typo3, XT-commerce, Magento etc.)

h.264 mastering

Multimedia
CD-ROM (yeah, nobody does that anymore …)

Animations (3D)
Film-editing in Finalcut Pro

Acrobat presentations
ppt presentations (yeah, it sucks)
keynote presentations (what a joy)

DVD productions for small circulations

Classical Advertising
Concepts

Ads
Folder/Flyer

Spots (tv, trailer, radio)
Mailings

Illustation & Graphic Design
2D & 3D

Infographics
Corporate design

logotypes
Magazine development

Title development

Something’s missing on the list?
Just give us a call or send us an e-mail:

agentur@twenty-first.de

Hagenbacherstraße 45A
81243 München
Germany

Internet: www.twenty-first.de
phone:  +49-89-580 81 41
fax:  +49-89-58 44 20
e-mail:  maier@twenty-first.de
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